Managing Consumables
Asset Manager’s functions extend to providing a fully functional system for managing your
consumable IT items. This can include virtually anything that you expect to consume, from ink or
toner to items such as projector bulbs.
In another application note we describe Asset Categories and
Asset Fields, and how we can use these to structure our asset
database. The primary reason for doing this is simply to make it
easier to navigate and find things. It therefore won’t surprise you
to learn that we also use categories to provide structure to the
Consumable section of the database.
As you can see in our example, we have defined a series of
categories that gives structure to our toner and projector bulb
assets.
The HP Toner category contains several sub-categories that
represent the different printer models we own. Under each
printer category we have the individual cartridges listed as
separate assets. In this way, we have the flexibility to control
individual cartridges that the printer uses.

If you open up one of the cartridge assets you can
see that in most ways its record looks like that of
a standard asset, with the exception of Stock
Levels and the Stock Inventory tab.
The Stock Levels display gives you an instant
indication of the current stock situation: how
many units are available, how many units have
been allocated, and what the overall costs have
been to date.
Management of the stock inventory is accessed
by clicking on the Stock Inventory tab at the top
of the frame.

Stock Inventory
The Stock Inventory display provides you with
the details relating to the toner cartridge we
have selected.
You can see purchase order details, allocated
stock, and deleted stock at a glance.

Deleted Stock might seem slightly strange at first, as the stock control system does not allow you to
delete items once they have been added, as a security feature to prevent anyone attempting to hide
unauthorised removal of stock items.
This restriction could make honest mistakes, like
double booking of stock deliveries, difficult to
handle: however, this is where Asset Manager’s
deleted stock system comes into play. This allows
you to mark stock as being deleted, whilst retaining
full visibility and making the transaction fully
traceable for audit purposes.
The stock inventory controls are accessed using the
appropriate toolbar buttons.
When you add stock you should enter the purchase order
number as this will tie up with the rest of your
establishment’s paperwork and provide traceability. You
can also enter the quantity ordered, unit costs, the supplier
whom you placed the order with, and any notes that you
might need to add. After processing the transaction, the
stock levels on the system will be adjusted accordingly.

By allocating stock to a printer, you first decrease the
number of items marked as available. This also allows
you to keep track of how your printers consume toner
cartridges, helping you to monitor (for example)
excessive use.

A further useful feature of the system is its ability to notify you automatically when consumable
stock hits a minimum re-order level. The resulting email will prompt you to raise an order for
replacements. The notification system is fully configurable, and monitors the status of the asset,
booking and help desk systems continuously. When rules are triggered, email notifications are sent
to appropriate users. The notifications system is described in a separate application note.
Once stock items have been entered into the system there is no
mechanism to delete them as such. However if mistakes are made
entering stock levels, you can mark items as deleted along with a
reason. This provides you with a method of managing and auditing
your consumables stock items fully and transparently.

When using the asset management system, clicking the Consumable tab will show you the history of
consumable allocation. If you have mistakenly allocated an item, it can be unallocated and returned
back into the available stock inventory.

Access Control
Asset Manager has a number of controls that allow you to control who in your establishment can
manage your consumable stock items. This includes both booking in stock items, and the authority
to allocate them. The entire consumables system can be removed from view if required.

Notifications
A strong feature of the system is its ability to issue notification messages when stock of a particular
item is running low, prompting you to raise a purchase order and replenish the stock.
The notification system includes specific rule types for your consumable items, with triggers for
stock level conditions.

Reports
There are a number of very useful reports that can be used to keep track of your consumable
inventory, both in terms of current stock levels, but also of the allocation of items into the field. All
reports can be set up and run according to a schedule, and the results emailed as a PDF attachment
to a list of specified recipients.

There is also a very useful Asset Cost of Ownership report that will help you to identify areas where
potentially excessive and un-economic patterns of usage are occurring. These types of reports can
help you to save money by picking up devices that could be replaced with more modern and/or
more economically sound alternatives.

The reports are very detailed, and include all appropriate costs related to the device in question. As
you can see, the energy costs alone can make a surprising contribution to the overall cost of running
a single printer, and can show where installing devices with lower energy consumption ratings might
make a particular difference.

